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Research question
What can we do (from an NLP point of view) with a language variety for which
there is no annotated data?
1. Annotate data by hand
2. Annotation projection: Use a parallel corpus and project annotations
from one language onto another:

ADP DET NOUN VERB DET NOUN PUNC
In the beginning was the word .

Am Anfang war das Wort .
ADP+DET NOUN VERB DET NOUN PUNC

▶ “Clean” parallel data are available for many language pairs
▶ Popular approach:

▶ Yarowsky & Ngai 2001, Das & Petrov 2011, Duong et al. 2013, Agić et al. 2015
▶ Drawbacks:

▶ Parallel data may not be available at all for minority languages where
population is bilingual

▶ Available parallel data often is not the same domain/genre as target data
▶ No explicit account of internal variation in non-standardized languages
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Research question

What can we do (from an NLP point of view) with a language variety for which
there is no annotated data and no parallel corpus?

Learn to match it with a closely related variety for which there is
annotated data

▶ Convert the low-resource language data to the high-resource language
▶ For different lects of a language: conversion = normalization
▶ For different diachronic states of a language: conversion = modernization

▶ Convert the high-resource language data to the low-resource language
▶ Model transfer, delexicalisation

“Matching” or “converting” data is similar to translating them.
▶ We argue that this is possible without parallel data in the case of closely
related varieties

Case study:
Multi-source morphological tagging for Rusyn
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Rusyn
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Rusyn
Rusyn:

Slavic minority language spoken in the Ukraine – Slovakia – Poland
border region
Several regional dialects, several (more or less successful) ausbau
projects
Around 1.7 million speakers, majoritarily in Ukraine (Magocsi 2015)

Spoken Rusyn project (University of Freiburg):
Interviews of Rusyn speakers in different regions
Transcribed (using Cyrillic script)
To be annotated (morphological tagging, lemmatization)
www.russinisch.uni-freiburg.de/corpus

Main idea:
Train a tagger on annotated data from etymologically related
neighboring languages: Ukrainian, Polish, Slovak, Russian
Use different adaptation/conversion techniques
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Data

Annotated training corpora from the Universal Dependencies project:

Lang. Origin Training data Test data

Sent. Tokens Tags Sent. Tokens Tags

PL UD 1.4 6 800 69 499 920 700 6 887 448
RU UD 1.4 4 029 79 772 704 502 10 044 410
RU-STR UD 1.4 SynTagRus 48 171 850 689 580 6 250 109 694 501
SK UD 1.4 8 483 80 575 657 1 060 12 440 426
UK UD 1.4 + additional 4 162 71 580 1 040 55 395 92

RUE1 Manually annotated Rusyn gold standard 104 1 050 96
RUE2 Unannotated Corpus of Spoken Rusyn 5 922 75 201 —

Polish and Slovak corpora are cyrillicized using a set of rewrite rules.

We use the MarMoT tagger (Müller et al. 2013) with the morphological tagging
option for all experiments.
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Example

John 1:1
PL Na początku było Słowo a Słowo było u Boga, i Bogiem było Słowo.
Cyrillicized На почутку было Слово а Слово было у Бога, и Богем было Слово.

SK Na počiatku bolo Slovo a Slovo bolo u Boha a Boh bol to Slovo.
Cyrillicized На почиатку боло Слово а Слово боло у Бога а Бог бол то Слово.

UK На початку було Слово, а Слово в Бога було, і Бог було Слово.

RU В начале было Слово, и Слово было у Бога, и Слово было Богом.

Rusyn На початку было Слово, а Слово было у Бога, і Бог было Слово.
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Example

1 і CONJ _
2 він PRON Case=Nom|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing|Person=3|PronType=Prs
3 пішов VERB Gender=Masc|Mood=Ind|Number=Sing|Tense=Past
4 і CONJ _
5 она PRON Case=Nom|Gender=Fem|Number=Sing|Person=3|PronType=Prs
6 пустила VERB Gender=Fem|Mood=Ind|Number=Sing|Tense=Past
7 його PRON Case=Acc|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing|Person=3|PronType=Prs
8 у ADP _
9 вовкуны NOUN Case=Acc|Gender=Masc|Number=Plur
10 . PUNCT _
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Experiments: Single-source tagging

PL SK UK RU RUSTR MAJMAJR CAT CATB TRR TRL TRLB LEXRLEXL
0
20
40
60
80
100

85.9 79.9 79.8 85.7
93.8

49.5 43.3

63.4
46 50.9

63.4 63
72 72.3 71.3 70.6 73 73.9 75.5

0
20
40
60
80
100

POS accuracy on source language (%)

POS+Morph accuracy on source language (%)
OOV rate on RUE1 (%, right legend)

POS accuracy on RUE1 (%)

POS+Morph accuracy on RUE1 (%)

Single-source taggers
▶ Train a tagger for one source language, test it on Rusyn.
▶ The Ukrainian tagger works best, followed by RU-STR and PL.
This ranking follows etymological closeness and training data size.

▶ Testing on Rusyn decreases accuracy by about 35% compared to testing
on the source language, and increases OOV rate by 20-30%.
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Experiments: Multi-source tagging

PL SK UK RU RUSTR MAJMAJR CAT CATB TRR TRL TRLB LEXRLEXL
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49.5 43.3
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MAJ: Majority vote
▶ Use the five single-language taggers to predict Rusyn tag
▶ Use majority voting to predict single tag, resolve ties using
language-specific weights

▶ → No improvement compared to UK despite lower OOV rate

MAJR: Majority vote with retraining
▶ Annotate the RUE2 corpus with the MAJ system
▶ Train a new tagger on this annotated corpus
▶ → No improvement in terms of accuracy or OOV rate
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CAT: Training a tagger on concatenated data
▶ Concatenate the five training corpora (use 10% of RU-STR only)
▶ → +9% accuracy compared to UK, cuts OOV rate by half

CATB: Add Brown clusters
▶ Extract Brown clusters from all data including RUE2
▶ Add Brown cluster ID as an additional feature
▶ → slight accuracy gain with 1000 clusters, no gain with 100 or 500 clusters
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Brown clusters
111011011 большую 102
111011011 своє 135
111011011 две 300
111011100 переступать 1
111011100 лимфатические 1
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TRR: “Translate” the training corpora to Rusyn using rules
▶ About 40 hand-written rules per source language:

PL RU SK UK Rusyn

г г ґ ґ ґ
є е я ї ї
це ке це ці ці
-м -ю -м -ю -ву

▶ For each source word, find Rusyn word(s) related by rules
▶ Replace all occurrences of source word in training data if candidate is
unique (1%-5% of tokens are changed)

▶ → lower OOV rate, but no accuracy gain 12/16



Experiments: Tagger adaptation

PL SK UK RU RUSTR MAJMAJR CAT CATB TRR TRL TRLB LEXRLEXL
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TRL: “Translate” the training corpora to Rusyn using Levenshtein
distance

▶ For each source word, find most similar Rusyn word(s) with normalized
vowel-sensitive Levenshtein distance < 0.25

▶ Replace all occurrences of source word in training data if candidate is
unique (about 10% of tokens are changed)

▶ → lower OOV rate, but no accuracy gain

TRLB: Add Brown clusters extracted from Levenshtein-translated data
▶ Better frequency estimates thanks to cross-lingually used word forms
▶ → +2.4% compared to TRL, but only +0.7% compared to CATB
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Levenshtein distance

Rusyn Polish

береме беремы

Vowel-sensitive distance:
0.5 (substitute е by ы)

Normalized distance:
0.5 / 6 = 0.0833…
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LEXR: Add rule-induced Rusyn morphological dictionary
▶ Take the MultextEast morphological lexicons for PL, SK, UK, RU
▶ Replace the source words with those Rusyn words that can be matched
with the rules

▶ Merge the resulting morphological dictionaries and add to the CAT tagger
▶ → improved accuracy, lower OOV rate

LEXL: Add Levenshtein-induced Rusyn morphological dictionary
▶ As above, but replace source words with those Rusyn words that yield
normalized Levenshtein distance < 0.25

▶ → best observed accuracy of 75.5%, OOV rate close to 0
14/16
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Conclusions

To our knowledge, first computational work on Rusyn
Approach: annotate Rusyn data by leveraging existing resources of
several etymologically related languages
Main findings:

▶ Majority voting does not work well in this context, concatenation does
▶ All four source languages contribute to the tagging process
▶ Reduced OOV rate does not translate to higher accuracy if the conversion
process is noisy

▶ The unannotated RUE2 corpus does not seem to be particularly helpful in
the adaptation process

▶ Automatically induced lexicons improve tagging by several percentage
points, completely unsupervised

▶ Another unsupervised technique, Brown clustering, yielded slight
improvements, but with high variance

We do language adaptation, but we also should do genre adaptation:
▶ Written (news) corpora in the source languages vs. spoken (interview)
data in Rusyn
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Future work

Add Czech as a source language
Include additional unannotated Rusyn data for better Brown clustering
(or word embeddings)
Supervised or bootstrapped conversion methods (CSMT, CNMT)
Lemmatization:

▶ Lemma information is available in the dictionaries, but need to think
about how to unify lemmas from different languages

Dependency parsing:
▶ Not immediately requested, but annotations are available in the training
corpora
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